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ABSTRACT
There is a growing discussion about the “Digital Sharing
Economy” (DSE). The pervasiveness of digital platforms and the
growing interest in a sharing (rather than ownership) style of
consumption have allowed for sharing practices to scale up and
become a widespread phenomenon. Digital sharing platforms offer
a wide variety of services which appear to be more affordable,
efficient, and accessible than their conventional counterparts,
making them more attractive in the eyes of consumers. The DSE
has manifested itself most remarkably in consumer-to-consumer
(C2C) and business-to-consumer (B2C) sharing models. New
business models have been created to capture and offer the values
driving the emerging sharing trend.
The innovative, digitally enabled mode of providing access to
resources as a service in the DSE has changed consumption patterns
both at micro level, as a change in individual lifestyles, and at
macro level, manifested in a transformation of socio-economic
structures. These ongoing changes may have both positive and
negative implications for society from a sustainability perspective.
Recognising that the (potential and actual) impacts of sharing
platforms on sustainability have not been studied in a systematic
way yet, the present paper aims to develop a systematic insight into
this interaction by focusing on the business models emerging
around sharing platforms as a central starting point. To achieve this,
we use a typology of business models that recognizes the
affordances and key attributes of sharing in the DSE. The typology
covers both C2C and B2C models of sharing. Based on this
typology, we discuss the implications of each type of sharing model
for sustainability by asking two central questions: How may the
given type of sharing affect resource consumption? And what will
be the potential impacts on social practices and structures? We hope
that the present study can serve as a guideline for assessing the
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sustainability impacts of sharing platforms – either already
operating in the market or envisaged. By highlighting the aspects
most relevant from a sustainability point of view, we expect to
contribute to an evolution of the DSE business models towards
sustainable development.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The “Digital Sharing Economy” (DSE) [1] has changed patterns
of consumption by introducing new choices and channels for the
provision and receipt of services. It can be viewed as a new use case
of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), a use case
which could play a significant role in the necessary transformation
towards sustainability. Most importantly, in its Consumer-toConsumer (C2C) models, the DSE has created a new culture of
sharing [2, 3] whereby individuals engage with different
motivations for sharing. Individuals collaborate with their peers in
organising access to resources rather than being purely dependent
on services from businesses in the conventional market (also called
“pipeline businesses” [4, 5]) [1]. In addition, Business-toConsumer (B2C) sharing models have appeared to be offering more
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affordable services compared to those provided via the pipeline
businesses that have “dominated industry for decades” [5, p. 4].
The emergence and proliferation of digital platforms as
intermediaries for sharing [2, 6, 7] has led to the DSE catching
many consumers in the mainstream segment – making the DSE
primarily a mainstream phenomenon [8] – in an unprecedented way
[9-11]. Both applause and concerns about the DSE's alignment with
sustainability objectives have been raised [12-14].
The widespread popularity of digitally enabled sharing is known
to have originated from recent leaps in social technologies and
shifts in social attitudes [2]. Some authors relate the current scale
and growth of the DSE to developments in ICT and the
proliferation of collaborative web-based communities that focus on
user-generated contents required for conducting social commerce
and practicing social sharing [6]. In another work [15], the authors
conceptualized the DSE as a by-product of digitalization whereby
the phenomenon became possible in line with “the digital transition
of sharing” that removed the constraints of time, place,
participation, communication, and coordination of traditional
sharing. Sharing practices that were traditionally restricted to small
groups (such as family and friends) have been transformed and
scaled up by digital platforms. To describe this recent phenomenon,
an extended concept of sharing that goes beyond the traditional
notion of sharing is needed. The extended concept we are proposing
subsumes both the social and the technical meaning of “sharing”.
The technical notion of sharing has been in use for a long time as
well, e.g. in “shared space”, “shared capacity”, etc. The discourse
of the DSE seems to be partially built on the ambiguity of the term
“sharing” arising due the unclarified coexistence of its technical
and social meaning in parallel. By introducing the extended concept
[15], we resolve this ambiguity by being more comprehensive.
Using the extended concept provides the opportunity to make
explicit, systematic and fine-grained distinctions among different
types of digital sharing – distinctions that matter from a
sustainability point of view and that can be analysed without bias.
This distinguishes our approach from the position of some authors
who advocate for a much narrower concept of sharing – and
consequently divide the phenomena observed in the DSE in “(true)
sharing” and “pseudo sharing”. In our view, there is no “pseudo
sharing”, there are just amazingly different forms of sharing.
The DSE, as defined by the authors [15], is “A class of resource
allocation systems based on sharing practices which are
coordinated by digital online platforms and performed by
individuals and possibly (non-) commercial organizations with the
aim to provide access to material and immaterial resources. Digital
sharing systems operate in the space between traditional sharing
and the formal economy.”
Regarding sustainability, we refer to the original Brundtland
definition, which defines sustainable development as “development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [16]. We are
aware of the variety of frameworks that are based on the so-called
“three pillars” or “dimensions” of sustainability (namely the social,
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environmental, and economic dimension), including the triple
bottom line approach (“People, Planet, Profit”). We intentionally
do not use these frameworks because they suggest an ontology in
which the economic system seems to exist outside society, and
human society outside nature.
In contrast to this, we regard the economic system as a part of
human society and human society as a part of the biosphere. From
this point of view, the sustainability of an action is determined by
two types of interaction: First, the interaction between technosphere and the biosphere, i.e. the use of natural resources and
ecosystem services (where the latter can also be subsumed under
resources in the broader sense of the term). Second, the interaction
between humans, including social practices of giving others access
to resources.
This conceptualization accords with Raworth’s “Doughnut
model” in which the idea of planetary and social boundaries are
combined into a common framework. Sustainable development,
then, has to ensure that “the needs of people are met without overshooting Earth's ecological ceiling.” [17].
Throughout this paper, we focus on describing the DSE and its
business models (BMs) from two perspectives that focus on the
aspects of the DSE that are most relevant for sustainability: the
resource perspective and the socio-economic perspective.
To figure out the relevance of the DSE for sustainability in the
sense described above, we use the business model concept as a link
between the DSE context and the sustainability context. BMs are
of practical and economic importance [18]. Although BMs have
been usually studied in the context of commercial enterprises, their
concept can be applied as well to a variety of non-commercial
enterprises, governance models, and initiatives such as social
innovation [19-21] – wherein the DSE has root [22]. The BM
concept holds promise for applications in contexts relevant to
sustainability and actions towards sustainable development [2325].
The aim of the present study is to explore the implications of
business models BMs in the DSE (as defined above) for
sustainability with respect to resource consumption and social
practices. Our focus will be on C2C and B2C sharing business
models (also discussed as “peer-to-peer intermediation” and
“centralized resource pooling”, respectively [20]) because of the
popularity of their services. The rest of this work is structured as
follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the current literature on
BMs in the DSE and on their relevance for sustainability. Section
3 describes the method of the qualitive analysis, which is then
applied in Section 4. After discussing the impacts in terms of
opportunities and risks for sustainability in Section 5, the paper
closes with conclusions and an outlook.
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2

RELATED WORK

In a broad sense, there are two pivotal contexts of change in which
BMs in the DSE are studied:
1) increasing diffusion of digital sharing BMs, and
2) their relevance for sustainability [26].
There has been an expansion of sharing activities in recent years
[6, 11, 27], leading to the DSE facing a phenomenal growth [28,
29]. The popularity of sharing services has been explained by the
shift of consumers’ mindset which is determined by their
satisfaction with sharing services and their intention to use them
[30]. It has also been attributed to a shift of values and motivations
[31] towards services that are widely accessible and reliable, that
generate savings for consumers, and that offer proven utility [30].
Platforms offer a wide variety of services which are typically more
affordable, efficient, convenient, and accessible than their
counterparts in the conventional market.
Sharing seems to provide greater value in accessing resources
rather than owning them for consumers [32, 33]. Access to
resources can immediately and directly become possible for
consumers upon need; a process which is heavily endorsed by ICT
applications and digital platforms [6]. Moreover, individuals with
different motivations engage in sharing; motivations such as
willingness to maintain social interactions, gaining economic
benefits, the intent to protect the environment as well as altruistic
and community-oriented values [2, 34-36]. Around these values,
sharing BMs evolve [20]. Since BMs support the provision of value
to customers [37], from a BM perspective, what matters is to see
how sharing platforms create value, and how this value is perceived
and offered across sharing systems [20].
The DSE combines both market and non-market logics for
creating and capturing sharing values [20]. Its BMs, therefore, can
be based on different value (co-)creation logics ranging from pure
economic benefits to pure pro-social motivations, i.e. moral
motivations for the good of others and society at large based on
normative principles. It is posited that the DSE operates in and
across the space between traditional sharing and formal markets,
and can generate non-monetary or monetary values for its
participants [15]. This not only opens a wide space for potential
digital sharing BMs, but also reveals opportunities and risks when
interpreted in the context of sustainability [38].
In connection with sustainability, at a micro level, changes in
sharing practices imply changes in consumption patterns because
consumers will have new choices and may change their behaviour
and lifestyle. The potential to change consumption patterns can be
seen as an enabling effect of digital platforms with potential
sustainability impacts [1, 39]. The enabling effects, if prolonged
enough, will cause transformative changes in social and economic
structures at the macro level [40]. Therefore, it is important to see
how the consumption patterns promoted by new trends of sharing
may relate to sustainability goals.
While studies on BMs in the context of the DSE often focus on
the BM of a particular sharing platform (e.g. [41] for Uber and [42]
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for Airbnb), the extant literature is quite proliferating in the
intersection of the DSE and sustainability [e.g. 1, 12-15, 36, 39, 43,
44]. In general, two opposing positions are represented in the
discourse, which could be called the “utopian” and the “dystopian”
position: Some authors view digital sharing as “a potential new
pathway to sustainability” [13]; others argue that it “extends harsh
free-market practices into previously protected areas of our lives,
and presents the opportunity for a few people to make fortunes by
damaging communities and pushing vulnerable individuals to take
on unsustainable risk.” [45].
Daunorienė et al. [46] present an approach on how to address and
evaluate the sustainability of sharing economy BMs based on the
social, economic, environmental, and technological sustainability
drivers of the DSE. Towards a more specific direction, Ciulli and
Kolk [26] focus on how incumbents can change their existing BMs
to embrace and affect the DSE from a sustainability perspective.
They do so by “considering how different incumbent approaches to
the sharing economy may have different, and sometimes mixed,
implications for environmental, social and/or economic value
creation.” [26, p. 1007]. By developing a typology for sharing
economy platforms, Acquier at al. [20] propose four possible
configurations of sharing BMs (commonors, mission-driven,
shared instrastructure provider, matchmakers) within which they
study the sustainability impacts of sharing.
In [38], the authors declare 256 theoretical types of digital sharing
systems based on the possible attribute values of their BM
components. These components indicate the kind of resource
providers, resource receivers, sharable resources, and sharing
practices that eventually explain the motivations for sharing (i.e.
the perceived values). Based on these components and their
attribute values for a given platform, the sustainability impacts of
that platform can be qualitatively assessed in a systematic way.
From this wide spectrum, for the purpose of the present work, we
narrow the focus to C2C and B2C platforms, while the approach
can in principle be applied to all existing and conceivable
platforms.

3

METHODOLOGY

For identifying those aspects of digital sharing systems which are
essential for sustainability, we start from the two perspectives we
introduced in Section 1:
1) the resource perspective whereby (shared) use of resources
matters, and
2) the socio-economic perspective whereby the (potential)
impacts of social and economic practices promoted by sharing
platforms are questioned.
In the following, we elaborate on each perspective and the related
approach to scan for aspects relevant for sustainability.

3.1

Resource Perspective

Shared consumption enabled by digital platforms seems to be
saving resources at a first glance. However, to start with an
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unbiased perspective, we assume that the DSE in its various
instances can have positive and negative effects on consumption
patterns, and thus indirectly on the use of natural resources. To
adopt the existing conceptual frameworks from the “ICT for
Sustainability” field, we frame digital sharing as a special case of
ICT infrastructure or application.
Existing literature presents various frameworks to reflect on the
role of ICT in society’s transition towards sustainability from a
resource perspective (see [47]). An early framework in this area
was proposed by Berkhout and Hertin [48], introducing the “threeorder of effects” model. This basic model was extended and further
developed by many authors, including Dompke et al. [49] and Hilty
and Aebischer [40]. We will build on the following four categories
of effects, as a common core of previous approaches [40], to
analyze the impacts of the DSE on sustainability from the resource
perspective:
•

•
•

•

Optimization effect: The use of ICT reduces the use of a
resource by optimizing a process (e.g., less energy is used for
heating in a smart home).
Induction effect: ICT stimulates the consumption of another
resource (e.g., a printer stimulates the consumption of paper).
Substitution effect: The use of ICT replaces the use of another
resource (e.g., the substitution of electronic media for print
media).
Rebound effect: The effect of increasing resource efficiency is
compensated by an increase in demand, which offsets the
possible savings partially or even entirely.

In addition to the above effects, we introduce the degradation
effect which counteracts the optimization effect if resource use is
optimized by maximizing the utilization of an asset: The more
intense an asset is used, the faster it may degrade [50].
We propose to use these five categories of effects to qualitatively
analyze the potential impacts of the DSE as a specific use case of
ICT. Their relevance can be demonstrated using the typology of
sharing BMs shown in Figure 1. For each type, we could ask the
questions: Who has an interest in optimising the use of a resource
(optimization effect) and what drives the counteracting degradation
effect; what complementary consumption is induced by sharing
(induction effect); what substitutions are taking place (substitution
effect); and can the demand grow if the supply is efficient and
convenient (rebound effect)?
It is obvious that some of these questions will yield different
answers depending on, for example, the resource provider
(individual or business), the motivation (for-profit or not-for
profit), and whether existing resources are made accessible or
investments are made to provide resources available for sharing.We
will come back to these distinctions in the next section.

3.2

Socio-economic Perspective

From a socio-economic perspective, impacts on welfare and
income, impacts on workers , impacts on social life and
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relationships, and impacts on equality [43, 51, 52] are most
discussed in the context of the DSE.
Given that the DSE subsumes different types of sharing systems
with varying BMs targeting different mechanisms for value
creation [20], we will study their socio-economic impacts
qualitatively by classifying platforms and then identifying the
socio-economic impacts most relevant to each type. To do so, we
developed a typology based on an adaptation of the crucial
elements of sharing BMs in [38]:
•
resource provider (who shares),
•
resource receiver (with whom to share),
•
shared resource (what to share), and
•
the motivation for sharing (why share).
This typology covers both C2C and B2C sharing models. Figure
1 shows a binary tree for the classification of C2C and B2C sharing
systems from a business model perspective.

Figure 1: Classifying C2C and B2C digital sharing business
models based on the ‘resource provider’, ‘resource receiver’,
‘provision of resource’, and ‘motivation for sharing’ attributes.
The first level of the tree is about resource owners (the actors
providing a resource for sharing); the second level refers to
resource receivers. Since our focus is on C2C and B2C, we did not
unfold the classification for other models (C2B and B2C).
The third level is about the provision of durable material
resources in a sharing system. By existing resource, we mean that
the resource which is owned by a provider is already serving them,
and upon entering into the sharing system, it will become accessible
also to other receivers (shared use of a privately-owned asset).
Invested resource refers to a status in which resources are provided
to be used ‘only’ in a sharing system and are serving no other
purpose for the owner. This type of provision is also called
‘invested infrastructure’ [20]. The invested provision mode is
mostly implemented by commercial platforms and has important
implications for resource consumption. Most relevantly, they can
have implications for faster degradation of resources. The provision
of existing resources is, however, more associated with C2C
models whereby individuals allow their peers to access/ use their
owned assets.
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It is notable that both types of provision can be assumed for both
end-consumers and businesses. Nevertheless, we are excluding the
C2C types where the provider has invested resources and the B2C
types where the business shares its existing resources. It is not a
common practice that an individual would invest a relatively high
amount of money to buy a house, car etc. and then expect to gain
good returns on investment by putting it into a sharing system to be
used only by others. We are also excluding the case of existing
resource provision in B2B models although it is currently a popular
practice that businesses share their resources (infrastructure, human
resource, etc.) with other businesses. This case is outside the focus
of the present study, which is on sharing systems in which endconsumers (i.e. members of private households) are involved.
The forth level of the tree is about the primary motivation that
drives sharing. Motivations for users’ participation can be
distinguished as follows: non-commercial economic motivations
(i.e., individuals’ for-profit motivations), commercial economic
motivations (i.e., businesses’ for-profit motivations), and not-forprofit motivations (applies to both individuals and businesses) [53].
The fifth level indicates the possible service owner (or the actor
who sets prices for monetary-based sharing practices), resulting in
two general types for for-profit C2C platforms: labor-based
platforms and capital-based platforms [54]. In labor-based models,
such as Uber, prices are charged and controlled by the platform
owner [52] while in the case of capital-based platforms, the
resource provider sets the price.
The 5 leaves of the tree represent the prominent types of sharing
business models whose sustainability impacts may substantially
differ from a socio-economic perspective. In Section 4.2, we will
qualitatively relate each of these types to their relevant
sustainability impacts.

4 ANALYSIS: SUSTAINABILITY-RELATED
ASPECTS OF SHARING MODELS
4.1

Impacts on Resource Consumption

4.1.1 Optimization Effect. Sharing platforms coordinate the
distribution of idle and free capacity of existing resources to those
who want to use them. When a resource is shared, its unproductive
capacity comes into utilization to serve more demands. For
example, when a person uses a carpooling service, more people (up
to the capacity of the car) can ride the same car, and therefore the
number of passenger kilometers the car will deliver per liter of fuel
– and possibly even over the car’s whole service life – will increase
(increasing service load by occupying free capacity).
As the example shows, a ‘functional unit’ (as common in the
methodology of Life Cycle Assessment, LCA) is needed to
measure the service people receive from using the shared resource.
In this case, the functional unit is ‘passenger kilometer’. It is
relevant to see how exactly the sharing practice creates the potential
of maximizing the number of functional units produced per input
of natural resources. For car sharing services such as Zipcar or ride
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services such as Uber’s typical service, for example, the number of
functional units can only increase over the service life of the car
(because they do not serve multiple users/riders simultaneously).
That is, when more people use the same car but not at the same
time, the car can still produce more passenger kilometers over its
entire lifetime because of reduced idle time. The idle time is the
time when the car is not used, which will, however, involve some
form of aging as well. A similar example is Botsman's case of the
drill [55], which will be used more efficiently by being shared
among a group of people instead of being used only for less than an
hour in total throughout its entire lifetime by one user (the owner).
Whereas in the case of cars, there are two technical options of
sharing (activating idle time and occupying free capacity) which
can optimize resource utilization. In other cases like the drill,
activating idle time is the only option.
In either case, there is an optimization effect of sharing which is
based on enhancing lifetime efficiency, defined as the total number
of functional units delivered over the service life of a technical
resource (which is connected to the inflow of natural resources
needed to produce it, as can be determined by LCA methodology).
A different optimization effect can occur if the use of the
technical resource is connected to the use of a complementary
resource (such as energy) and the efficiency in using the
complementary resource increases with sharing as well. To
continue on the example of a car, increased load (as in the case of
carpooling when free riding capacity is filled by sharing the ride)
has the additional positive impact of needing less fuel per passenger
kilometer. This is not the case for sharing models like Uber or
Zipcar which only activate some idle capacity of a car.
4.1.2 Induction Effect. Any consumption, including the use of a
shared resource, can be causally connected to the consumption of
complementary resources, in most cases some form of energy. If
this complementary consumption offsets parts of the resource
saving intended with a sharing model, then we speak of induced
consumption. For example, if the idle time of cars is partially
activated by sharing, the use of street space by cars driving will
increase. Space is, especially in urban areas, a scarce resource, and
the necessary traffic infrastructures are produced with an
enourmous investment of natural resources. Therefore, the
occupation of street space is a complementary resource consumed
when using a car, and this consumption can be induced by sharing
models which activate idle time. For example, platforms like Uber
and Lyft (another platform for ride services) are known to have
deteriorated travel time reliability and to have increased traffic
congestion [56], which in turn affects urban mobility, traffic safety,
and environmental sustainability [57]. Obviously, induction effects
must be taken into account when assessing the overall
environmental effect of sharing schemes. To evaluate sharing
models, we must look at the marginal consumption of the
complementary resource per functional unit. If it decreases with the
sharing model, sharing can still have a saving effect in terms of
resources.
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4.1.3 Substitution Effect. It is important, yet demanding, to look
at potential substitution effects of digital sharing from a perspective
that includes the market outside the sharing system. Recalling the
car example, studies indicate that car sharing services tend to
reduce private car ownership by discouraging car purchases and
substituting for private ownership [20]. It is claimed that every car
sharing vehicle replaces 9 to 13 privately-owned vehicles [58].
However, it should be addressed that to what extent car sharing and
ride services replace public transport, bike or scooter sharing
schemes, or taxi services? This may highly depend on the local
situation. With respect to lodging and homestay services, to
mention another frequent example, it is relevant to see the extent to
which Airbnb and Couchsurfing replace accommodation services
offered by hostels, hotels, holiday apartments, traditional bed and
breakfast schemes, or other types of accommodation. Substitution
effects can have different implications for sustainability, depending
on whether the new consumption patterns would substitute for
higher or lower environmental impact options.
4.1.4 Rebound Effect. If any product or service becomes faster,
cheaper or more convenient to access (as a result of efficient
coordination, efficient access, and lower prices), a normal reaction
of the market is an increase in the demand for that product or
service. This may partly or fully balance out the possibly favorable
impacts of shared consumption (as described above). If this
happens within the same product/service system, it is known as
“direct rebound effect”. Otherwise, if saved time and/or money are
spent on other consumption, this is an indirect rebound effect.
Rebound effects can compensate or even overcompensate for the
positive impacts of sharing and can lead to additional resources
taken from the environment. It has even been argued that “the
overall effects of sharing economy platforms may be small due to
rebound effects.” [51, p. 6].
4.1.5 Degradation Effect. The potential increase in service life
efficiency can be counteracted by resources’ faster degradation,
which is a negative consequence of shared use. As pointed out by
Weber [50], the shared use of a product usually degrades it faster.
Faster degradation by intensified wear and tear can reduce or even
reverse the optimization effect of sharing, which seems to be a
frequent problem in B2C sharing (invested resource, commercial
provider). In an analysis of an e-scooter sharing scheme [59], it was
observed that the average lifespan of a scooter was only 28.8 days.
The study also found that around 4 per cent of the initial-cohort
scooters disappeared the same day they went into service (a lifespan
of “0” days). In an LCA study on shared dockless e-scooters,
Hollingsworth et al. [60] found that without efforts to increase
scooters’ lifetime and modify distribution, collection, use and
charging strategies, the integration of e-scooter sharing schemes in
urban transportation systems can even exacerbate emissions and
environmental impacts. In addition, it is highly plausible that
people treat products they do not own with less care [61]. Practices
of low care for shared things can lead to negative environmental
impacts by speeding up resource inflows and waste outflows [62].
It is obvious that socio-economic aspects of sharing schemes, such
as the anonymity of the sharing community, cultural contexts, the
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type of provider (individual or business), and the for-profit or notfor-profit distinction play a significant role in the degradation effect
(see also Section 4.2).
Shorter lifetime corresponds to higher replacement costs [50] and
more resources that flow into the system per time. Although this
problem can be approached via pricing models which set effective
prices for sharing (i.e. prices that disincentivise carless use) and to
include activities that extend the service-life of the products (such
as maintenance and repair) [50], the importance of product design
[63] can hardly be underestimated with respect to sustainable
'shareability' of products in the DSE [62].

4.2

Socio-economic Impacts

For each of the 5 categories of platforms that we outlined in the
methodology section (see Figure 1), we identify the aspects
relevant for sustainability from a socio-economic perspective.
4.2.1 Category 1: Not-for-profit C2C Sharing Model. These
platforms most resonate with the traditional notion of sharing. They
focus on promoting social values rather than seeking economic
benefits. Such business models can belong to mission-driven
platforms which intermediate between peer consumers to promote
the common good [20]. They may pursue missions to transform the
economy and to engender new practices in sustainable consumption
and social relationships. They aim to reduce waste, cut out supply
chain intermediaries, or build social connections among distributed
strangers or enhance the connections among neighbors in a locality
[20]. Such models are normally associated with positive moral and
social connotations. These impacts of sharing are viewed in the
contexts of social mission [20], social innovation [64], and social
movement [65].
4.2.2 Category 2: Capital-based For-profit C2C Sharing Model.
Platforms of this type monetize resources. They provide open and
(extremely) easy-to-participate networks for their users. In many
cases (if not always), the entry barriers for providers are
considerably lower compared to the traditional counterparts in the
formal economy offering similar services. Having possession of an
asset to offer, a digital end-user device, downloading the app, and
agreeing to a platform’s terms and conditions would normally
suffice to act as a resource provider in the system. With respect to
economic benefit and income, the DSE has created a positive effect
by moving towards welfare enhancement [51]. However, from a
provider perspective, the DSE is said to be basically acting in favor
of those who already have assets to share with others; it is argued
that it would exclude around 80% of those at the bottom of the
income distribution [51, 66].
On the one hand, platforms of this type are being criticized
because of enjoying a competitive advantage over the formal
market by avoiding local restrictions and formal regulations on
entry and licensing requirements [67]. On the other hand, some
platforms have raised controversies about inequality mainly with
respect to dependency on possessing an asset, classification of
consumers and providers (in terms of race hierarchies) and classbased or person-to-person discrimination [43]. The last two points
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have been mainly discussed in studies on the prevalence of digital
discrimination occurring in capital-based platforms like Airbnb
[68-69]. Edelman and Luca [69] found that Airbnb’s effort to
facilitate trust by providing personal profiles and pictures of
accommodation providers may facilitate discrimination based on
the providers’ race, gender, age, or aspects of appearance.
Therefore, alongside direct economic impacts such as economic
empowerment and generating extra income, platforms can reveal
and amplify discrimination, racial disadvantages, and exclusionary
behavior in the choice of sharing partners [51] as negative social
impacts.
In the context of social relations and social ties, some studies
reported users’ satisfaction with the relations they develop and with
platforms helping them constructing new social networks with
people they otherwise would never have met [51]. However, some
authors point to the risk that sharing platforms may harm preexisting social cohesion: Since platforms economize private assets,
people may prefer to earn money from what was normally available
to family and friends for free in the past [51,70].
4.2.3 Category 3: Labor-Based For-Profit C2C Sharing Model.
The labor-based sharing model, also known as “the gig economy”
[71], creates informal labor markets with low entry barriers. A
prominent example is Uber, where the providers and the receivers
are peers, activating existing resources for an economic motivation.
Gig workers are usually classified as independent contractors who
are not eligible for most employee benefits and labor protections
[52]. The market for ‘gig’ workers can create issues related to the
promotion of tax avoidance and erosion of workers’ rights [14].
Owing to legal uncertainty with regard to tax legislation and
enforcement as well as lack of comprehensive rules in respect of
labor law issues, tax treatment differs among different platforms
[72]. This can lead to a situation where sharing platforms gain a
competitive advantage against their competitors outside the DSE,
hence creating unfair situation for workers in the non-sharing
economy [72].
With regard to underpayment and low wages, the DSE has been
labeled as “share-the-scraps economy” where most of the profits
will go to the platform owners and the scraps go to the workers
[73].
4.2.4 Category 4: Not-for-profit B2C Sharing Model. These
platforms belong to the ‘commoners’ type of BM (such as FabLab
and iFixIt), as defined by Acquier and colleagues [20], that create
and provide free access to public goods with the aim to make
resource pooling available to the greatest number. They promote a
normative idea based on alternative and non-market values, such as
open-knowledge, do it yourself (DIY), and decentralizing resources
with the aim to improve free contribution and free access [20]. The
BM of such initiatives enables value creation by contributors’
voluntary work. One could think of these platforms as materialresource-based counterparts of Wikipedia.
4.2.5 Category 5: For-profit B2C Sharing Model. In regard to
this category, it is observed that its BMs are based on consumers’
engagement in the process of service provision. For example,
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Zipcar requires its users to return the cars clean and not to leave
them with low fuel; otherwise, fines may incur. Such consumer
engagement can promote a collective sense of responsibility within
the community. For the business, this will eliminate the need for
hired staff for the tasks that can be externalised to the consumers.
Competition between B2C platforms and their counterparts in
non-sharing markets is another relevant impact. This impact is
associated with platforms in Categories 2 and 3 as well. There is a
great deal of critisism against profit-oriented sharing models (be it
C2C or B2C), arguing that they tend to create quasi-monopolistic
market structures that exploit regulatory voids [20]. These models
have been accused of using sophisticated algorithms that
externalize social costs, responsibility, and the risks associated with
uncertainty and economic fluctuations to platform users [20,74].
They have been also criticised for performing forms of “pseudosharing that masquerade as communal sharing” [70] based on
business relationships instead of promoting social exchanges and
shared value creation [20].
Profit-oriented sharing models can have implications for
businesses in the formal economy and their workers, most
importantly in the context of competition with incumbents and
established industries. Because of the affordability and increasing
popularity of sharing services, pipeline businesses and their
workers may be likely to experience lower earnings [51].
The impacts of the DSE on established industries come with
evidence in cases. For example, the market for car rentals have
faced increased competition due to the rise of car-sharing
platforms. According to a report, the US total rental-car fleet
dropped 5% year-over-year due to the operation of riding service
platforms [75]. In the hospitality area, there could be effects on the
supply and price of housing in places where home sharing is more
widespread and popular because this could escalate rents for people
seeking long-term residency [51]. The case of the city Barcelona
provides evidence of this effect [76].
Such impacts are usually referred to as the disruptive effect of
sharing platforms on established industries [77]. While impacts
across industries are not even [51], the impacts of one particular
platform may also be dependent on geographic, cultural and
political context.

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We identified sustainability-related aspects of sharing BMs and the
resulting potential positive and negative impacts of the sharing
platforms using these BMs. It depends on the specific context in
which a sharing system is placed (or emerges) to what extent these
impacts materialize. We, therefore, speak of opportunities (=
potential impacts that will be seen as benefits) and risks (= potential
impacts that will be seen as disadvantages) of the DSE from a
sustainability viewpoint.
Table 1 summarizes the opportunities and risks of C2C and B2C
sharing models for sustainability.
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Table 1. Opportunities and risks of the C2C and B2C digital
sharing business models for sustainability from the resource
and socio-economic perspectives.
Regarding the opportunities and risks of sharing BMs for
sustainability, several points can be raised. From a resource
perspective, platform-based sharing practices should be checked
for both positive and negative effects on resource consumption and
resource inflow [39, 62]:
•

•

•

•

•

•

With regard to optimization effects, the basic objective function in a sharing system should be the number of functional
units delivered per life-cycle-wide resource use of all
product/service systems involved. This function increases by
shared use but is also driven down by the faster degradation of
resources that can take place especially in the context of
commercial sharing models (B2C).
It is important to explore to what extent the sustainability
impacts of the material assets – calculated per functional unit
(service unit) provided – are smaller than in the non-sharing
consumption patterns they replace.
It may happen that the material, energy, time and cost savings
stimulate the demand for the service to an extent that
counterbalances for the theoretical savings (direct rebound) or
that saved money and time are spent for other consumption
(indirect rebound). The net effect of sharing on resource
consumption then depends on the extent of the rebound effects
in the specific case.
Not only the shared resource itself, but also coupled
consumption activities should be taken into account for a
thorough assessment. If all resources needed to produce the
final service are considered, optimizing the use of one of them
at the cost of increasing the use of others may not necessarily
contribute to sustainability.
The effects of substituted consumptions can have different
implications for sustainability depending on whether the new
consumption choice(s) would substitute for higher- or lowerimpact options.
Investments in additional assets for profitable sharing may
indicate strong rebound effects. For the investments to be
profitable, demand will have to increase. Although
commercial platforms would welcome this as the growth of
their business, from a sustainability perspective, increasing
demand may lead to faster resource depletion.

From a socio-economic perspective, it is important to address the
following relevant questions [1]:

To what extent will the platform contribute to opportunities
for everyone to participate in a given market or community
and to fair distribution?
Will the people who provide access to resources in digital
sharing systems be in a social position that is better than before
(e.g., regarding access to sharing markets, protected labor
conditions, protected self-development, etc.)?
Will people who receive access to resources in digital sharing
systems be in a social position that is better than before (e.g.,
regarding access to resources, consumer rights, etc.)?
Can the established sharing practices be expected to support
the development of social norms, institutions, and policies that
are conducive to sustainable development?

Furthermore, the following questions addressing the relationship
of sharing systems to their surrounding systems may complete the
picture:
•
To what extent can sharing platforms affect the businesses and
their workers in the formal economy?
•
To what extent can sharing platforms affect people’s life in the
local ecological and social environment in which they
operate?

6

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Digitally enabled sharing creates a broad spectrum of opportunities and risks when viewed through the lens of sustainability.
Changes in consumption patterns occur by enabling and promoting
shared use as a new mode of consumption; new social practices can
lead to persisting changes in socio-economic structures. Because
of the popularity of services offered by sharing platforms, there has
been a remarkable shift of consumption patterns. It is important to
develop an unbiased and differentiated understanding of whether
and how these sharing models can promote or hinder sustainability.
From a resource perspective, a classification of ICT impacts on
sustainability can be used to describe how a resource (and its
complementary resources) is better utilized in a sharing system,
whereby the whole life cycle of all the induced and substituted
resource consumption should be taken into account. It can also
further address broader impacts such as rebound effects. Faster
degradation is an issue that may partially or fully offset the
optimiztion effects, in particular in for-profit sharing models.
Different sharing systems may have different socio-economic
implications in the sense of how sharing practices may affect
participants’ social life and economic standing. With respect to the
focus of the present paper on C2C and B2C business models, we
found it a rewarding attempt to classify sharing platforms in a way
that could manifest or emphasize differences in their socioeconomic impacts based on their BM type. From a social
perspective, it is important to see whether participants in sharing,
particularly providers and receivers in peer networks, would attain
a better social and economic position in terms of equal access to
markets, participation in social life, labor conditions and
opportunities for protected work, and a decent life. Relevant considerations could address equal opportunities for everyone in the
market.

The Relevance of Digital Sharing Business Models for Sustainability
The conceptual and qualitative analysis presented here could be
further developed to provide a guideline for designing and
implementing sustainable BMs in the digital sharing economy. The
analysis can also assist in envisioning possible regulatory requirements for directing sharing practices towards favorable
sustainability performances. Future work may also attempt to
operationalize the aspects described in our analysis to create an
empirical methodology to assess the impacts of sharing BMs. In the
best case, such a method could help regulating platform activities,
enhancing social life and supporting fair distribution of
opportunities to participate in sharing communities.
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